Abstract: An image processing approach is used for speech/nonspeech discrimination. The approach is based on single frequency filtering (SFF) and visual VAD. SFF is the amplitude envelope of the signal is obtained at each frequency with high temporal and spectral resolution where visual VAD is a classifier to determine whether a speaker is silent or not in a frame using the associated video signal. The high resolution property of SFF helps to exploit the resulting high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regions in time and frequency. But in SFF method, nonspeech is also considered as speech in the audio signal at particular situations. To avoid this issue, a technique is proposed with the combination of SFF and Visual VAD in which the speech is extracted from the video signals by the lip movement. In this method uses lip shape and degree of lip opening as visual features representing a subject's lip motion. After the lip movement analysis, the audio analyzed output and video analyzed output is combined together to distinguish the voiced/unvoiced region with a SVM classifier.
Introduction
Voice activity detection (VAD) is a technique used in speech processing in which the presence or absence of human speech is detected. The objective of VAD is to discriminate speech and nonspeech in the acoustic signal. In the case of human, they are able to differentiate speech and nonspeech. But it is not possible for a machine to discriminate the voiced/unvoiced regions [1] . For such reasons VAD is used. It can facilitate speech processing, and can also be used to deactivate some processes during non-speech section of an audio session. One of the applications of VAD is that it can avoid unnecessary coding/transmission of silence packets in Voice over Internet Protocol applications. VAD is an important enabling technology for a variety of speech-based applications. Therefore various VAD algorithms have been developed that provide varying features. It also compromises between sensitivity, accuracy, latency and computational cost.
The typical design steps of a VAD algorithm are the following: 1) There may first be a noise reduction stage. 2) Then some features or quantities are calculated from a section of the given input signal. 3) A classification rule is applied to classify the section as speech or non-speech.
Single Frequency Filtering (SFF) is the method of extracting the energy at a single frequency in the audio signal. It is the amplitude envelope of the signal that is obtained at each frequency with high temporal and spectral resolution. The high resolution property helps to enslave the resulting high signal to noise ratio (SNR) regions in time and frequency. This method does not use training data to derive the characteristics of speech or nonspeech. This SFF method gives better performance than the Adaptive Multi-rate (AMR) method. But there is a demerit in the discriminating process when we use the audio signal. The demerit is that sometimes speech will consider as nonspeech and vice versa.
To avoid this video signal is used instead of audio signal. In this proposed method, visual VAD is used along with the SFF VAD. Visual VAD is a classifier used to discriminate speech and noise in a frame using the associated video signal. It mainly uses the visual features of the mouth region. The position of the lip and the motion of the lip are the features used for discrimination. In the proposed system, the output of the audio and video frame is combined together to identify the voiced/unvoiced region.
Section II Describes the method used in the Proposed System. Section III gives results of evaluation of the proposed system based on the corresponding VAD. Section IV gives a summary.
Discrimination between Speech and Nonspeech
The flow chart of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1 . In this process a video signal is given as input signal. The proposed system consists of two sections. One of the section is distinguishing the speech and noise in the audio section of the video and the second is the differentiating the speech from noise using the video frame. In the audio section, SFF VAD algorithm is used and in the video frames, visual VAD algorithm is used. A SVM classifier is used to classify visual features in the face shot. The details are explained below: 
Audio features Extraction
In the proposed system, the left portion of the flowchart is the extraction of audio features from the input video signal. First step in this is the calculation of the envelope of the speech signal at each frequency. Weighted component of envelop is considered and a decision logic is applied to it. There are three features are considered in the audio signal. They are the following: a) Zero crossing is the point at which a function crosses the horizontal axis as its value passes through zero and changes sign. It changes the sign from positive to negative. b) Magnitude Sum Function is the sum of the absolute values of the given signal. c) Pitch is the degree of highness or lowness of a tone. Figure 2 shows the mathematical model of the speech production [2] . These three features are combined together to get the speech. A threshold value is given to separate differentiate the speech and the noise. The regions above the threshold is considered as speech and the below region as the nonspeech in the audio signal.
Visual features Extraction
Visual features include the facial expressions in the face of a speaker. Visual VAD is used in this section. Different processes are take place in this section. First process is the extraction of the each frame. After that the face of the speaker is detected. Final process is the combining process of the output of the audio stream and the video frame after the analysis. Decision logic is applied to this process. If the output of the audio stream and video stream is 1, then t is considered as speech and otherwise as nonspeech.
Simulation Results
Matlab R2013a is used as the simulation tool to perform the task. MATLAB (Matrix Laboratory) is a programming language developed by Math Works.
In the proposed method, video signal is given as the input. Sound and video is extracted from the video signal and they are analyzed separately. For the analysis of the audio, the SFF VAD algorithm is used and for the visuals, visual VAD algorithm along with certain process is used.
In the audio section, zero crossing is applied and the threshold value is calculated for the signal. Similarly, the magnitude sum function and pitch extraction is done to the extracted audio. After the process, their corresponding threshold value is calculated. This threshold value will determine the whether the speech is occurred or not. Figure 3 shows the output of the audio after the analysis. The three processes are plotted separately. In the graph, the blue colors represent the audio from the video signal and the final output The analyzed features are represented in a matrix called feature matrix. This feature matrix is given to the SVM classifier. This classifies the features and store in another matrix. And this matrix only has the value 0 and 1.Target matrix is created on the basis of the input video and the target matrix is different for the different videos. This is considered as the truth value. For the final evaluation of the video frame, the class matrix and the target matrix is compared and the compared value is used for the final stage.
The combining of the audio and video output is the final process in the proposed system. Figure 5 shows the final output. The audio stream use 48000 samples per second and the video stream uses 25 frames per second. It is difficult to combine these features with different unit. So the samples are converted according to the 25 frames per sec. The graph shows the audio output and video output and the combined output. Logic AND is used to combine the audio and visual output. In this, the logic 1 is considered as speech and the logic 0 is used as the nonspeech. 
Conclusion
The SFF method exploits the fact that speech has high SNR regions at different frequencies and at different times. The variance of speech across frequency is higher than that for noise, after compensating for spectral characteristics for noise. The spectral characteristics of noise are determined using the floor of the temporal envelope at each frequency, computed by the SFF approach. But it has certain limitations in extracting the speech and nonspeech from the audio signal. In this case nonspeech is also considered as speech and vice-versa.
To avoid this issue, a technique is proposed in which the speech is extracted from the video signals. This process is distinguishing the speech from the noise by the lip movement of the speaker along with the audio. In this, audio and video frames are differentiated from the video signal and according to the movement of the lip and audio, the speech is detected and the remaining is considered as non speech or noise.
